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Although opinions vary to Hu Shi's literature thought and theory, most 
researchers think its theoretical foundations is the evolutionism of Darwin. However, 
this paper says Dewey's pragmatism is the true one. 
The paper regards Hu Shi' s literature revolutionary theory as the center of his 
literature activity, and think it has four sections mainly: the tool revolution, the form 
revolution, the historical-evolutionary idea and the common people ideas of 
literature. Hu Shi’ s theory transplantation succeed in having close relations with his 
native country thought. Also Hu Shi’ s pragmatism attitudes help this. 
The disputes about the literature revolution affirm that Hu Shi is the creator of 
the new literature paradigm. The defect of Hu Shi's theory lies in the obscurity 
between the language and the literature, the improper evolutionism transplanting 
from the biology to the literature, the suppression by common people literature upon 
the elite literature. Its basic reason is Hu Shi’ s pragmatic attitude. In addition, his 
advocacy of form revolution and judgment of “dead literature” produces rupturing 
between the literature revolution and the traditional.  
To examine Hu Shi's revolutionary theory of literature again, is of great benefit 
to examining today’s literature and culture: such as the trend of writings in the 
vernacular, folk literature, the utility of the literature, the problem of westernization 
and localization, and the traditional cultural continuity, etc. 
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